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Abstract
This dissertation was conducted as a part of the MSc in E-business and Digital Marketing of the International Hellenic University. A sample of 21 users, were participated in
two gamified campaigns that created and designed for the needs of this study. Each participation provided a set of 14 mouse metrics and 8 self-reported user experience variables per game separately. A mouse monitoring mechanism used to track and store
mouse actions in real time during the user’s interaction with the marketing gamified
campaigns. Additionally, 2 similar user experience surveys were structured to be used
as the self-reported measure. The results demonstrated multiple significant correlations
of effects between perceived user experience and mouse metrics. Metrics like pauses up
to 5 seconds, variance of time between clicks/movements and more, showed strong correlations with several user experience variables. Demographics and type of game influenced also mouse metrics and user experience as well. Overall, the study revealed that
mouse metrics can be used to measure behavioral aspects of users in their interaction
with gamified parts of marketing campaigns and provide key information for their perception about the tested brand and their current emotions.
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1 Introduction
Researchers use many information sources in order to assess emotions and other individual traits. In the field of Human Computer Interaction (HCI) many studies have been
trying to measure and evaluate the movement of users who perform computer tasks
since they have been considered as effective mean of the sector. Mouse movement is an
essential part in this field and has been used in many research works. Like the majority
of web monitoring technologies, the main objective of mouse tracking is the analysis of
human behavior in order to infer the user's intent and deliver useful information about
the user's mental condition, the user's perceived user experience, and the system’s ease
of use.
According to Fitts' law (Fitts, 1954; Fitts & Peterson, 1964), one of the very first studies
in this field, mouse behavior is able to provide us information and measure the efficiency of an interface's layout. After Fitt's law, many studies have analyzed mouse movement to better understand users' perception, cognitive process, psychological aspects,
etc. Many of researchers also, have used a combination of biometric measures, pressure
in mouse and button, palm skin temperature measurements and other biometric mouse
intelligent methods in order to capture users’ emotions and present concrete recommendations in the system that users interact with (Zavadskas et al., 2008).
Motivated by the above, the main goal of this work is to investigate the correlation between mouse behavior attributes and user perceived user experience (emotions, brand
engagement, product purchase and recommend intention) during their interaction with
gamified campaigns. Secondly, this work studies significant differences in the examined
user experience attributes and mouse metrics between different groups of users according to a) their demographic characteristics (gender, age, and educational level) b) different types of games (puzzle, or hidden items).
The findings demonstrate a high contribution of this work towards diagnosing user
emotional states and attributes connected to brand engagement solely via mouse input in
gamified environments. The suggested approach can be useful in marketing field where
gamification is used as a design method, to enrich and enhance the user experience. In
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fact, there is a research gap since any similar study had been conducted, combining environments of gamified campaigns with emotions and brand engagement attributes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the theoretical
background of mouse behavioral basics being studied in the underlined literature. Section 3 presents the aims and research objectives of this work, section 4 describes the research methodology and procedure steps. Section 5 presents the data analysis and experimental results. Section 6 discusses the current limitations and expresses thoughts for
future work. Finally, section 7 summarizes the conclusions. In this work we have used a
mouse tracking monitoring tool that is able to capture all the mouse actions while interacting with the two gamified campaigns that were creating for the needs of this study. In
addition, it provides with some basic self-reported behavioral attributes such as emotions, perceived brand engagements and product purchase/recommend intention. In this
context, an experiment was conducted in which we analyzed mouse and questionnaire
user inputs and searched for associations between detected mouse behavior and perceived user experience from questionnaire answers.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
This section presents a basic background literature regarding the mouse tracking components and its implementations in combination with user experience aspects. In particular, it will present the main metrics and patterns of mouse tracking that are used so far
in research, explore the domains where we have met its implications and provide some
of the most important findings that relate cursor movements and clicks with human behaviors (emotions, cognitive aspects etc.). Finally, it defines some basics of user experience conbined with gamification and how mouse tracking could enhance the way of data gathering in order to measure user experience in gamified campaigns.

2.1 Mouse tracking
Mouse tracking is the use of a computer-based program that monitors cursor location
information of computer users. The goal of mouse tracking is to observe real-world user
behavior in their natural browsing context. Therefore, designers may assess the utility
and usability of their web environments in order to improve the user experience
(Tzafilkou et al., 2014). Mouse movement may be conceived of as a sequence of motions, or gestures, with each gesture being a distinct and ongoing physical process that
the user initiates and ends (Arapakis et al., 2014). In compared to other methods of obtaining data from users, mouse-tracking is a non-intrusive method of monitoring user
behavior, since it does not get involved with the user's natural activity and does not require any special calibration from the user (Anderson et al., 2016). Finally, mousetracking allows the conduction of remote user studies, which are necessary in exceptional times of a global pandemic when physical user studies are not possible (Jung et
al., 2021). Overall, as mentioned by Freihaut and Göritz (2021), cursor tracking is about
a generally ignored yet ubiquitous sensor, since the mouse provides continuous, unobtrusive data collection without the need for additional equipment in situations where
computers are commonly used (e.g., in the office).
Research has shown that there are several techniques that try to understand how decisions are made, including reaction times, eye tracking, EEG (Electroencephalogram)
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and fMRI (functional magnetic resonance imaging) (Stillman et al., 2018). Each of
these real-time techniques has its own set of benefits and drawbacks. Eye-tracking was
one of the earliest complementary tools for economic experiments, appearing in the late
19th century. Its accuracy, convenience of operation, affordability, and unobtrusiveness
have all improved over the years, and its use in marketing and psychology research has
grown. However, depending on the setup, an eye-tracking device may cost from around
$3,000 to $30,000. (Land, 2019). With technological progress, mouse tracking has become an inexpensive alternative to eye tracking in the early 21st century. It offers not
only easy-to-interpret information, millisecond by millisecond, about how a decision is
unfolding, but also better accessibility, since the initial investment (both in equipment
costs and required knowledge) is significantly less than others (Stillman et al., 2018).
Because of its accessibility, mouse-tracking is suitable for researchers who want to
study choice evolution in real time, but do not wish to devote a significant portion of
their research program to mastering the required analytical tools and methods. Therefore, mouse tracking's strength resides in its simplicity and adaptability, which can be
adapted to a variety of tasks and is much more effective when used in conjunction with
other with other methods of process monitoring (Koop & Johnson, 2011).

2.2 Mouse Metrics and Patterns
2.2.1

Main Metrics

Starting from the basic metrics of mouse tracking, various studies have given different
approaches. Below there is a sum up of them.
The key metrics used in mouse tracking software are based on the measurement of individual mouse trajectories during an experimental trial participant's reaction. Existing
tools calculate both fundamental (e.g., number of clicks/movements) and derived (e.g.,
minimum, maximum, or standard deviations) parameters associated with mouse trajectories. Values linked to mouse positions (specific coordinates), reaction time, directional
changes, velocity, and acceleration are all included in these metrics (Kieslich et al.,
2019). Furthermore, mouse tracking analysis looks at how far the generated trajectories
deviate from the theoretically optimal ones, which are straight lines. This deviation can
be illustrated by calculating metrics, such as the area under the curve (AUC) and the
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maximum deviation (MD) (Yamauchi et al., 2019). The most commonly used metrics
are described below.
Area under the curve. As mentioned above, an ideal response path would be a straight
line from the starting position of the mouse to the selected response option, if only one
category should be activated instead of multiple. Much of the work using mouse tracking examines situations where multiple categories are activated. The area under the
curve is calculated by the difference between the actual response trajectory and the ideal
response trajectory from initiation through response selection (Kuzmich & Scherbaum,
2021). When choosing between two response possibilities, larger areas under the curve
suggest more cognitive processing. For example, if an individual who is faking is provided with two equally socially desirable response possibilities, one would expect
greater cognitive processing and a wider area under the curve than an individual who is
responding honestly (Kuzmich & Scherbaum, 2021) (Figure 1). According to studies,
people who are faking and those who are reacting honestly differ on one of the behavioral indications.

Figure 1: Mean mouse trajectories, From Kuzmich & Scherbaum, (2021 p.55)

Maximum deviation. Relative to the area under the curve, the maximum value is the difference between the actual reaction path and the ideal reaction path. Larger maximum
deviations indicate greater cognitive processing when people choose between two response options. The most common method of analyzing mouse trajectories is to quanti-
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fy the relative competition (between available options) present in a particular task, and
specifically by comparing the actual path with the straight path starting from the beginning to the final response. The more similar is the actual trajectory to the straight one,
the less conflict between the two options/responses (Freeman & Ambady, 2010). The
point is that the more the distance from a straight path to the chosen option, the greater
the contradiction between the two answers (Stillman et al., 2018). In other words, the
area under the curve (AUC) estimates the area between the actual and idealized straight
route to quantify response conflict, and the maximum deviation (MD) evaluates how
much the actual trajectory deviates from the idealized straight track (Figure 2). Across a
wide range of fields, these variables have been found to be a sensitive indicator of response conflict (Freeman, 2018). In addition, new research relating brain activity to
mouse trajectories reveals that these paths are regularly associated with anterior cingulate cortex activity (Cassidy et al., 2017), an area known to be involved in resolution
and conflict detection.

X-flips. X-flips are back-and-forth movements of the mouse between the responses
along the x axis (Figure 2). These flips are indicative of difficulty, uncertainty or unpredictability (Stillman et al., 2018) in determining the correct option between the two alternatives, or which of the two partially activated response options should be more
completely activated and which should be deactivated. For example, when categorizing
racially ambiguous faces (i.e., faces with a mixture of features distinctive to White and
Black individuals), Freeman et al. (2008) discovered that x-flips happened more frequently, than when categorizing faces that were not racially ambiguous. Because of the
ambiguity, there was more rivalry between the "White" and "Black" categories, and participants' mouse movements for the racially ambiguous faces vacillated between the two
groups. In the context of faking, one might expect more xflips, as people choose between response options that are the same in terms of social desirability (Kuzmich &
Scherbaum, 2021).
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Figure 2: Typical ways of inferring conflict or uncertainty for a given trajectory. “X-flips refer
to the number of times the trajectory changes direction in the x plane (three times in the given
example). For the other two metrics, the actual trajectory is compared to a straight trajectory
(dashed line), with the area under the curve (AUC) representing the area between these two
trajectories (grey shaded area), whereas the maximum deviation (MD) represents the maximum
distance between the straight and actual trajectories (dotted line).” From by Stillman, Shen, &
Ferguson, (2018 p. 534).

Response time. The total response time to each item can be recorded. It may be divided
into two parts: time from the presentation of response options to the beginning of mouse
movement, and time from the initiation of movement to response selection (Kuzmich &
Scherbaum, 2021).

X-Location, Velocity, and Acceleration Profiles
Researchers can also study how position, speed, and acceleration profiles develop. In
particular, based on research on dynamic systems, they can use these profiles to decide
between predictions of sequential and dynamic systems, as well as examine the relative
presence or absence of conflict (Wojnowicz et al., 2009). Other researchers have begun
applying principal component analysis to these data to study early, middle, and later influences on cursor location (Hehman et al., 2014). Velocity is a measurement of how far
the mouse moves per second from the starting point to the answer choice. Throughout
the response process, it is measured as the distance traveled between distinct time points
(Figure 3). When a person is initially confronted with a stimulus and two reaction alternatives, the response options enter the processing pipeline and compete with one anoth-
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er. As a result of the competition, the mouse moves at a slower pace. Due to the termination of competition, there is a significant rise in velocity once the competition is settled and one answer overtakes the other. This is followed by a sharp decrease in the velocity as the response option is approached (Kuzmich & Scherbaum, 2021). For example, Duran et al. (2010) found differences in the speed of response patterns for truthtellers and lied ones, such that if the answer was truthful, the initial point of velocity increase and the subsequent point of speed decrease as they approached earlier the false
answers.

Figure 3: Typical ways of analyzing the temporal information given by mouse-tracking. “These
measures quantify the nature of movements at different timepoints (or the relationship between
timepoints) – for illustration, the figure shows four timepoints, but the actual number is typically at least 101. X-location refers to where on the x dimension the cursor is located, whereas velocity and acceleration correspond to how fast the cursor was moving or accelerating between
time points. Finally, angle (u) refers to how direct towards one option the movement was between time t and t + 1.” From by Stillman, Shen, & Ferguson, (2018, p. 534)

There are several strong connections throughout the development phase between enduser behavioral characteristics and mouse pattern measurements. Mouse pattern metrics
such as random and straight motions, mouse hovers, and so on can be linked to perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, self-efficacy, willing to learn, or risk perception (Tzafilkou & Protogeros, 2018). According to the researchers, mouse characteristics can represent distinct user behavior patterns independent of the task and the environment and can be used to model users’ behavior (Hinbarji, Albatal, & Gurrin, 2015).
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These patterns have been discovered in a variety of web contexts, including search engine result pages, web form engagement, and web site navigation (Freeman, Dale, &
Farmer, 2011). Their identification is mostly a visual procedure, based on qualitative
research. The identification of mouse behavior patterns allows us to infer the activity
done by the user, such as usability issues and user experience (Navalpakkam et al.,
2013).
Below there is a briefly description of the existing patterns and their attributes according
to literature up to date. It is not necessary all the attributes to exist in order to represent a
pattern. The existence of only a few of them in a measurable way is enough to reflect
the appropriate pattern in each case.

Straight pattern
As reported by Griffiths and Chen (2007), in straight or direct pattern, after users found
the link, they were asked to find, they moved the mouse directly to it and generally ended the operation by a click. The term "direct mouse movements" (as opposed to "random mouse movements") refers to the users' "confident motions”. This pattern, according to Rodden et al. (2008), identifies direct movements that occur once the user has
decided which action to perform, and this might show task-oriented self-efficacy and
certainty. This pattern can be expressed by direct movements that maybe contain a
pause (but not necessarily), and they generally move toward a target, terminating in a
cursor click. As a result, the mouse attributes we intend to study in relation to the
straight pattern are as follows:
-

Direct motions (i.e., straight lines)

-

Clicks at the end of straight lines (e.g., Direct moves on a clicked target)

-

Average time elapsed between straight lines (e.g., Time between direct movements; this could also indicate how often a user makes the decision to follow a
direct flight path)

Hesitation pattern
The pattern of hesitation was first specified clearly in the Cheese project (Mueller &
Lockerd, 2001). As the authors supported “hesitation on links or text could potentially
provide information about what else interests the user on the page”. As a mouse hovers
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over the under-decision item (i.e., element to click), the pointer might express this hesitation. In other studies, hesitation can occur on a single target, as a pause before clicking, or it can be shown by mouse hovers between at least two objects in the same sequence, indicating a dilemma between them (Guo et al., 2008). Hesitation patterns
might indicate uncertainty, perceived difficulty, decision-making activity, risk perception levels (because the user weighs the costs and advantages of various actions), or
even the perceived usability of the system based on his or her interactions with it
(Tzafilkou & Protogeros, 2018). In general, the hesitation pattern indicates that the user
is undecided about which choice to select. As a result, the mouse metrics-attributes we
intend to investigate in relation to the hesitating pattern are as follows:
-

Hovers that turned into clicks

-

All hovers in general

-

Average time from mouse hover to mouse click

-

Average duration of pauses before clicks

-

Average time between clicks

Random pattern attributes
As stated by Ferreira et al. (2010) a move is accidental, if it occurs "without any specific
intention, just playing around and doing random movements whit short pauses or not".
Random movements can reveal anxiety, low self-efficacy, difficulty and user doubt
(Churruca, 2011) and, therefore, must be clearly different from movements with straight
patterns. The random metrics we want to examine are:
-

Curved (i.e., not direct or random) moves

-

Clicks that took place outside of direct moves

-

Overall count of movements (since a big number of cursor moves could contain
a large amount of moves with no intention)

Fixed pattern attributes
According to Lee and Chen (2006), the fixed pattern expresses the area that the user
used most to "rest" the cursor. In other words, in this area the mouse remains stable
without moving for a long time. In this case this can be considered as a "long pause".
Fixed patterns can be represented by a long or short mouse pause in the "neutral" area of
-10-

the websites. During this time, the user can think about the task, read it (only eye tracking could be able to express reading behavior during mouse pauses), and evaluate the
cost and benefits of a particular decision (click, action, etc.). Therefore, fixed patterns
can measure the level of risk perception or usefulness (Tzafilkou & Protogeros, 2018),
and related metrics including the following:
-

Long pauses

-

Mean time of long pauses

-

Mean time of all pauses (including short pauses).

The guide/reading pattern
Griffiths & Chen (2007) defined a behavior of continuous cursor movement, and it
seems to reflect an “exploratory” role, implying a link between the movements of the
mouse and the eyes (Leiva & Hernando, 2008). Therefore, the guide pattern is similar to
the reading pattern since it implies that the mouse follows slow or long movements as it
follows the eye, identifying horizontal or vertical reading (Tzafilkou & Protogeros,
2018). As a result, this pattern may provide insight into consumer expectations and it
can be linked with user acceptance, i.e., perceived usefulness and usability, as well as
willingness to learn. Accordingly, the guided related metrics we plan to examine are the
following:
-

Long moves.

-

Slow (smooth) moves.

2.3 Implementations of Mouse Tracking
Participants in a typical mouse-tracking experiment are asked to complete tasks on
computers, such as moving the cursor pointer and selecting one or more options from
multiple options that are showed by clickable buttons. The goal of mouse-tracking is to
measure the degree of conflict between the available options, the time it takes to resolve
it, and offer information on how a particular judgment or decision evolves (Land, 2019).
By capturing mouse trajectories during psychological tasks, researchers have been able
to study a variety of cognitive processes that occur in real time as people make decisions (Freeman, Dale, & Farmer, 2011; Spivey & Dale, 2006). Cognition refers to the
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internal processes of the human mind and includes attention, beliefs, understanding,
knowledge, and memory (Giannakas et al., 2017). Mouse tracking was first used in the
field of language processing (Dale and Duran, 2011) and over the last decade it has expanded into a wide range of psychological fields in a variety of topics to help understand psychological state in real time when faced with multiple options (Land, 2019).
In particular, many researchers have used mouse movement analysis to determine the
user's cognitive process, psychological attributes (e.g., frustration), perception, level of
difficulty (Tzafilkou et al., 2014), social cognition, numerical cognition (Witte & Hartmann, 2018), political beliefs (Duran, Nicholson, & Dale, 2017), memory functions
(Koop & Criss, 2016), preferential and moral decision making (Kieslich & Hilbig,
2014), self-control (Stillman, Medvedev, & Ferguson, 2017), etc. The provided data by
combining characteristics of the motion, like the shape of its trajectory, with characteristics of the underlying cognitive process, allow researchers to test nuanced theories regarding how decision-making develop and to make concrete predictions about the timecourse of the evolution of a decision (Stillman et al., 2018). Furthermore, according to
Pimenta et al. (2013), mouse movements can detect mental fatigue, whereas Hibbel et
al. (2017) related movements to emotions.
Hence, considering the rich data about the user’s behavior, emotions and psychological
statement that can be tracked with the application of mouse tracking and the existing
research up to date, the use of this methodology has spread to a multitude of domains.
Starting from the area of human computer interaction (HCI), the monitoring of mouse
activity is crucial because it can provide implicit and dynamic information about the
user's mental effort, perceived user experience (UX), and system usability (Tzafilkou &
Protogeros, 2018). Moreover, cursor tracking has been used not only to predict user experience on the web (Navalpakkam & Churchill, 2012) and search satisfaction (Guo et
al.,2012), but also to improve them by measuring the stress of users via computer the
mouse (Hibbeln et al., 2017). Considering the impact of mouse tracking in the user experience (UX) area, designers may utilize this data to better understand where to make
system adjustments and improvements in case of any negative emotional reaction has
been discovered through this technique. Moreover, if cursor movements can be applied
to infer negative emotion, a system can automatically detect when it is likely to occur
and intervene to minimize the negative reaction, such as by supplying users with opportunities to communicate their concerns (Klein et al. 2002), slightly apologetic state-
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ments (Tzeng, 2004) as an effective means of responding, or explanations (Kuo et al.,
2011). In this way, e-commerce sites can prevent users from quitting their website before making a purchase, spreading negative reviews, or avoiding the site in the future
due to discomfort. Hence, identifying and responding to negative emotions can be a useful way to increase the profitability of e-commerce business.
In addition, mouse movement information such as scroll and hover have been shown to
be useful signals in inferring user behavior and preferences (Guo & Agichtein, 2012),
user attention (Navalpakkam et al., 2013), search intent (Guo & Agichtein, 2008),
search examination (Liu et al., 2014), predicting result relevance (Huang et al., 2011),
and measuring engagement within-content (Arapakis et al.,2014).
Furthermore, mouse dynamics were investigated for user authentication and showed a
strong correlation between user mouse movements and identification. Many studies
have been conducted in order to attain high accuracy scores in user authentication using
mouse dynamics. For instance, according to Yamauchi and Xiao (2017), individuals differ in their neuromotor coordination and emotional processing during their computer
experience based on their mouse use. In addition, as discovered in research, biometric
identity of the user may be recognized based just on mouse or pointer movements (Revett et al., 2008), since each user has distinct mouse usage patterns (e.g., Gamboa &
Fred, 2004; Jorgensen & Tu, 2011). Another approach, led by Khan et al. (2008), related the patterns of mouse behavior with individuals’ personality. Moreover, considering
the users’ unique way of using the mouse, it could have an important implementation in
online security systems. Some individuals use their mouse just when they need to accomplish an operation, while others are very active with it and use it to read along with
content on a website. Researchers have effectively been able to "learn" a user's typical
mouse activity using a supervised learning approach for users who are more active with
their mouse (Pusara & Brodley, 2004). Once learnt, this behavior may be connected to
an individual's account. Thus, if a user's behavior deviates significantly from the typical
learned one, user can be locked out of the system until the identity has been verified.
Compared to traditional authentication methods, mouse dynamics is considered among
the safest ones (since it cannot be stolen from another person). Popular mouse features
for user authentication include distance, angle and click-related metrics which usually
are: direction, angle of curvature and curvature distance (Zheng et al., 2016), average
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speed, travel distance and angle of movement (Chen et al., 2014) acceleration and curvature change rate (Feher et al., 2012).
Mouse tracking has also been used in education in order to better understand the effects
of reading on a computer compared to paper and to suggest ways that reading on a
computer could be personalized to facilitate understanding and learning (Pan et al.,
2013). It's also been used in physics to figure out how students see and interpret multimedia representations of real-world experiments and to identify off-task behavior in tutorials (Vosskühler et al., 2008). Furthermore, in an e-learning context, if mouse usage
patterns suggest that the user is stressed, the e-learning application could offer additional guidance or advice a break (Freihaut & Göritz, 2021). Additionally, academic emotions such as self-confidence, excitement, frustration, and interest can be predicted
when data from brain wave signals is supplemented with data based on mouse click behavior. When the two input modes are combined, accuracy rates up to 92% can be
achieved (Freihaut & Göritz, 2021).
Finally, mouse movements analysis has been studied in more various contexts, including in web marketing (Tzafilkou et al., 2014), performing tasks (Milisavljevic et al.,
2018), online surveys (Cepeda et al., 2018), reading patterns (Drusch et al., 2011), economics, computer science studies (Land, 2019) and visual navigation (Manson et al.,
2012). Table 1, summarizes the fields where mouse tracking has been used up to date.

Table 1: Summary of Mouse tracking implementations
Area

Implementation
Language processing
Speech processing

Reference
(Dale & Duran, 2011)
(Spivey et al., 2005)
(Song & Nakayama, 2008; Witte &

Numerical cognition

Hartmann, 2018)
(Freeman et.al, 2011; Kieslich &

Cognitive psychology

Decision making dynamics

Hilbig, 2014; Land, 2019; Spivey &
Dale, 2006;, Zgonnikov et al., 2017)
(Stillman et al., 2018; Witte &

Social cognition

Hartmann, 2018)

Level of difficulty

(Tzafilkou et al., 2014)

Self-control

(Stillman, Medvedev, & Ferguson,
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2017)
Political beliefs
Memory functions

(Duran, Nicholson, & Dale, 2017)
(Koop & Criss, 2016)
(Freihaut

&

Göritz,

2021;

Navalpakkam & Churchill, 2012;
User experience

Souza et al., 2019; Tzafilkou, 2018;
Tzafilkou et al., 2014; Yamauchi &
Bowman, 2015)

System usability
HCI

(Tzafilkou & Protogeros, 2018)
(Freihaut & Göritz, 2021; Hibbeln et

Emotions
Engagement
Web design and evaluation

al., 2017; Pimenta et al.,2013)
(Arapakis et al.,2014)
(Navalpakkam et al., 2012)
( Guo et al., 2008; Tzafilkou et al.,

Self-efficacy and hesitation
Search intent
Web search marketing
Search satisfaction

2014)
(Guo & Agichtein, 2008)
(Huang et al., 2011)
(Y. Chen et al., 2017)
(Klein et al. 2002; Kuo et al., 2011;

Web marketing
E-commerce

Schneider et al., 2017; Tzeng,
2004)

User preferences

(Guo & Agichtein, 2012)
(Gamboa

Unique mouse patterns

and

Fred,

2004;

Jorgensen and Tu, 2011; Revett et
al., 2008)

User authentication

(Khan
Online security
Reading patterns

et

al.

2008;

Pusara &

Brodley, 2004)
(Drusch et al., 2011)
(Freihaut & Göritz, 2021; Voßkühler

Education

E-learning

et al., 2008)
(Azcarraga et al., 2011; Freihaut &

Academic emotions
Online surveys
Economics
Visual navigation

Göritz, 2021)
(Cepeda et al., 2018)
(Land, 2019)
(Manson et al., 2012)
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Computer science studies

(Land, 2019)

2.4 Behavioral attributes and mouse tracking
The development of e-commerce has offered merchants new prospects, such as worldwide expansion or the capacity to deliver personalized items or services to each client
(James et al, 1998). However, because systems like these are often complicated, different emotional reactions (e.g., frustration) may occur, potentially leading to termination
of transaction, negative word of mouth, and so on (Dellarocas, 2003). Marketing research has consistently proven the benefits of keeping current customers pleased, and
the capacity to monitor consumers' emotions (and reactions as well) can provide great
potential. In offline settings, experienced salespeople can readily recognize customers'
emotional shifts in offline situations and assist or support them accordingly. From the
other side, online service providers have little opportunities to monitor their clients’ reactions and therefore have a limited ability to react on time to emotional changes and to
support their them in real time (Weinmann et al., 2011). Previous studies have shown
that mouse pointer movement data can hint at users 'emotions, recommending that it is
indeed possible to capture users' emotions online. Below (Table 2) there is a briefly
summary of detected emotions and general behaviors via mouse movements and clicks.

Table 2: Examples of behavior aspects linking to Mouse movements and clicks
Behavioral
Aspect

Stress

Mouse Metric

Speed, Directed
movements

Association

Reference

Trajectory features like low speed

(Freihaut & Göritz,

and accuracy of directed move-

2021; Yamauchi &

ments reveal high levels of stress

Xiao, 2018)

and state anxiety.
(Freeman & Ambady,

Decision conflict, Uncertainty

Maximum deviation

The greater the distance from a

2010; Gatti et al., 2021;

straight path to chosen option, the

Spivey & Dale, 2004;

greater the decision conflict be-

Spivey, 2007; Stillman

tween the available options.

et al., 2018; Yamauchi
& Xiao, 2018)

Arousal

Duration, Velocity,

Arousal can be detected consider-

(Grimes et al., 2013,
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Changes in mouse

ing the changes in velocity and

Salmeron-Majadas et

movements, Reac-

direction in mouvements, reaction

al. 2014; Yamauchi &

tion times, Direction

time and the total duration of

Xiao, 2018, Zimmer-

changes, Move-

mouse movement. More than this,

mann et al., 2003;)

ment trajectory

there are 96 mouse indicators that
are correlated with self-reported
emotional arousal and valance.
The movement of cursors can cap-

Cognitive decision mental pro-

Mouse movements

cess

ture the mental processes that oc-

(Yamauchi & Bowman,

cur during cognitive decision mak-

2015)

ing.
MCI (mild cognitive impairment)

MCI (mild cogni-

Curved/Looped/

subjects are associated with more

tive impairment)

Consistent mouse

looped or curved mouse move-

subjects

movements

ments and less consistency over

(Seelye et al., 2015)

time.
The presence and level of negative

Negative emotion

Distance from

emotion can be detected by the

straight path, Direc-

increment of distance and direction

tion changes, Ve-

changes and also by the reduction

locity

of mouse cursor speed.

(Hibbeln et al., 2017;
Weinmann et al., 2013)

(Grimes et al. 2013;
Velocity,
Acceleration,
Emotional

Duration, Direction

/Mood changes

changes, Distance
from straight path,
Pauses

Emotional or mood changes are

Hibbeln et al., 2017;

correlated with pauses, changes in

Lang & Bradley 2007;

direction, number of and duration

Weinmann et al., 2011;

of clicks, the smoothness, speed,

Zimmermann et al.

precision, distance and accelera-

2003; Yamauchi &

tion of mouse movements, and

Xiao, 2018;

keystroke dynamics.

Zimmermann et al.
2006)

The distinguish of ambivalence
Ambivalence

Mouse trajectories

from neutrality can be revealed by

(Schneider, 2021)

mouse trajectories and their path.
When people see emotional imagEmotions by
images

Force in mouse by
hand

es (compared to neutral ones) instinctively produce greater force in

(Coombes et al. 2008)

mouse with the hand.
Stiffness

Mouse movements

Mouse movements are able to de-

(Sun et al. 2014)
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tect stiffness resulting from stress.

User Interest

Horizontal Mouse
Movements

User Interest in web pages can be
revealed by horizontal mouse
movements.

(Kirsh et al., 2020)

Velocity, AcceleraMental fatigue

tion, Double clicks,
Distance from
straight path

Mental fatigue has been detected
by means of mouse movements.

(Pimenta et al., 2013)

Time, Distance,
User engagement

Speed, Accelera-

Mouse cursor data can be used to

tion, Direction, Ro-

predict user engagement.

(Arapakis et al., 2014)

tation
User confidence during a task can
Confidence

Direct movements

be revealed by direct mouse

(Griffiths & Chen, 2007)

movements.
Hesitation can be detected by
Hesitation

Pauses, Hovers

hovers between at least two objects in the same sequence or a
pause before clicking

Anxiety, selfefficacy, difficulty and doubt
Risk-perception
or usefulness

Random movements

Long pauses

(Guo et al., 2008; Rodden et al., 2008;
Tzafilkou et al., 2014)

Random movements can measure
difficulty, user doubt anxiety and

(Churruca, 2011)

low self-efficacy
Long pauses could reveal levels of

(Tzafilkou &

perceived usefulness and risk.

Protogeros, 2018)

2.5 User experience in Gamified Campaigns
This chapter of the literature review describes the concept of gamification in the terms
of user experience and ways to measure the results of such marketing campaigns. According to its definition, UX design is the process through which design teams construct
products in order to provide customers with worthwhile experiences when interacting
with an application, game, program, or marketing campaign (Bedgood, 2019). The focus is not only on design products that are usable but also, to other aspects of the user
experience, such as aesthetics, enjoyment, satisfaction, effectiveness, and pleasure. The
UX design goals are also include a variety of emotions and felt experiences which are
separated in two categories. The desirable ones (satisfaction, joy, engagement, enthusi-18-

asm, challenge, emotional fulfillment, sociability, stimulus) and the undesirable ones
(boring, frustrating, annoyance) (Routledge, 2015). The purpose of usability objectives
is to assess the efficacy, efficiency, and happiness that users derive by achieving certain
goals in a given context of usage. To quantify these objectives, specialized research
methodologies must be developed based on the specific objectives that designers want
to attain. User research, generating personas, drawing wireframes and interactive prototypes, and testing designs are the main responsibilities of a UX designer.
Gamification by definition is the implementation of game design features in nongaming environments (Deterding et al., 2011). It comes as a UX design method, in order to improve the user experience, but at the same time providing usability. More than
this, it gives a motivation that typically elicits specific responses. This impetus, when
build up with game elements, has an impact on users’ cognitive and emotional states
(Høgenhaug, 2012). The proper implementation of gamification and rwlated features
may be a useful tool for UX designers in increasing product user engagement and conversion rates (Routledge, 2015). Nowadays, the method of gamification is widely applied (Figure 4) in design, since it is supposed to solve a variety of UX issues. People
enjoy the interactive process, which is similar to video games in that it is full of challenges, competitive attitude and fun, so they are motivated to return and even share it
with their friends. The curiosity, the excitement and the prize reward encourage individuals to keep completing a variety of tasks and devote time on the application or the
website and finally interact more with it.
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Figure 4: Value of the gamification market worldwide in 2016 and 2021 (in billion U.S. dollars)
This timeline presents information on the value of the gamification market worldwide in 2016
and 2021. According to the calculations, the gamification market is expected to grow from 4.91
billion U.S. dollars in 2016 to nearly 12 billion in 2021 (Statista, 2021).

Considering the existing bibliography up to date, from the one hand mouse tracking has
been proven as a trusted tool to measure emotions able to indicate the level of user experience. From the other hand, gamification can be used to motivate people towards certain behaviors that we want to target. Finally, according to recent research (Betz et al.,
2020), it can be supposed that the combination of mouse tracking with gamification approach works satisfactorily in terms of delivering relevant and important findings. The
presence of a game score appears to stimulate people to perform their given tasks in the
fullest, when at the same time the enjoyable environment minimizes fatigue and exhaustion, which are common problems in boring linguistics investigations. Thus, one of the
most powerful things about gamification is motivation.
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3 Aims & research questions
In the current research we attempt to examine a set of mouse metrics in relation to a set
of user emotions, purchase intention, recommend intention and brand engagement attributes in gamified campaigns. The main research objective is to explore the bivariate
correlations between the defined mouse metrcis (number of moves, number of clicks,
number of pauses, etc.) and user experience attributes of i) emotions (perceived enjoyment, frustration, stress and confusion), ii) brand engagement (brand value, brand
awareness), iii) intention to buy the promoted product and, iv) intention to recommend
the promoted product.
Moreover, this study plans to examine the significant differences in the examined UX
attributes and mouse metrics between different groups of users according to their demographic characteristics (age, gender, educational level), and the type of the gamified
campaign (puzzle or hidden items game). Differences between users of and mouse device (external usb or touchpad) were not taken under consideration because of the low
representation of touchpad mouses in the sample (only 4 users).
Significant correlations will surely reveal the usefulness of mouse tracking methods as a
promising research venue for the future of user behavioral analytics and as an implicit
feedback capture mechanism in marketing gamified campaigns.

Hence the main research questions are the below:
RQ1: Are there any significant associations between mouse movements and user emotions of enjoyment, stress, confusion and frustration?
RQ2: Are there any significant associations between mouse movements and perceived
brand engagement attributes of brand value and brand awareness?
RQ3: Are there any significant associations between mouse movements and product
purchase intention?
RQ4: Are there any significant associations between mouse movements and product
recommend intention?
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RQ5: Are there any significant differences in the examined UX attributes and mouse
metrics between different groups of users according to their demographic characteristics
of gender, age, and educational level?
RQ6: Are there any significant differences in the examined UX attributes and mouse
metrics between different types of games (puzzle, hidden items)?
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4 Research methodology
A web-based remote experiment was conducted on a population of 21 users to monitor
their mouse behavior, while interacting with two different marketing gamified campaigns. The participants were asked to solve two simple games related with a brand and
to reply on two survey forms about their perceived user experience, after the completeness of each one. This research is actually focus on the comparison of mouse data with
questionnaire user inputs and search for possible correlations between them. This section describes a 5-step approach that was followed in order to design and implement the
study.
•

Define main research objectives;

•

Search about the JavaScript code for mouse tracking and data extraction method;

•

Design prototypes of marketing gamified campaigns;

•

Construction of the survey models;

•

Data collection & analysis;

The above-mentioned methodology steps are described in the following subsections.

4.1 Mouse monitoring mechanism and data extraction
A JavaScript based code was used to monitor and capture user mouse behavior during
the user-game interaction and store in real time the captured events. This JavaScript was
integrated inside the Easypromos platform, which was used for the needs of the gamified campaigns. The captured data were saved in JSON files (one for each game and for
each user) and were sent in real time to server via AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript And
XML) method. In JSON files (see , transmitted data were stored for mouse metrics’ categories (clicks coordinates (x,y), time between each click (in ms), speed, speed acceleration, moves coordinates (x,y) and time between each movement (in ms)) and for the
participation related data (name of user, name of game etc).
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Figure 5: JSON file opened with notepad

Table 3 depicts in an aggregated manner the mouse metrics that were extracted, calculated and examined in the current research based on the given data that collected in
JSON files.

Table 3: Extracted Tab calculated mouse metrics
Name of Metric

Description

TotalClicks

Number (count) of click events for a given user/session.

TotalMoves

Number (count) of move events for a given user/session.

Avgtime_Clicks

Average time (ms) between clicks for a given user/session.

Vartime_Clicks

Time variance (ms) between clicks for a given user/session.

Avgtime_Moves

Average of time difference (ms) between mouse moves for a
given user/session.

Vartime_Moves

Variance of time difference (ms) between mouse moves for a
given user/session.

SpeedMean

Average of mouse speed (px/ms) between consecutive points
for a given user/session.

SpeedVar

Variance of mouse speed (px/ms) between consecutive
points for a given user/session.

Acceleration Mean

Average of all the possible accelerations for every three
points detected for a given user/session.
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Acceleration Var

Variance of all the possible accelerations for every three
points detected for a given user/session.

CompletionTime

Total time (ms) for completing the web tasks for a given
user/session.

SortPauses2sec

Total number of pauses more than 2 secs (and less than 5
sec).

LongPauses5sec

Total number of pauses more than 5 secs

Number of Pauses

Number (count) of times when speed was 0.

Then the above extracted metrics from Table 3 were transformed into CSV files, one for
each one participation per game. Below (Figure 5) there is a short visualization of how
mouse data was extracted from the point that user was interacting with the campaigns
until the data was ready to be used and analyzed.

Figure 5: Architecture

The final stored raw mouse data are consisted of the above calculated mouse metrics
(via excel functions) and the self-reported user experience collected through questionnaires (responses were extracted in excel files). What is more, some extra demographic
information and the mouse device type that was used. After all, the final sample was
used in IBM SPSS software platform which offers advanced statistical analysis.
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4.2 Design prototypes of marketing gamified campaigns
The prototypes of marketing gamified campaigns were designed in Easy Promos platform, which provides a variety of promotion apps such as games, quizzes etc. In particular, two gamified campaigns (puzzle, hidden items) were created, and participants
were asked to join and solve them in limited time. In order to create and make them accessible for users, promotions were designed in White Label version of Easy Promos
and were activated in test mode. Regarding the integration of mouse tracking JavaScript, we used the “editor” inside the control panel of each promotion and finally the
code was applied in “Advanced” tab. In addition, considering the draft and test mode of
campaigns the participants had firstly to sign in the platform with the given credentials
that were used.
As regards the market field and the products taken into consideration for the design of
the prototypes, we used Starbucks company examples. More specifically, in puzzle
game, the attention was given in a real campaign of brand with limited edition reusable
cups, when in other game, hidden cups had to be selected among similar ones in a coffee shop environment. In both cases the timer appeared when participants were starting
to compete in the games.
Finally, considering the accuracy that was needed from the participants’ side and the
confidence that they should inspired in order to correctly join and have valid results,
they were mainly close friends and family and not completely unknown people. Thus,
they participated according to a pdf’s directions (steps, credentials, links) that was sent
to them via social media or email.

4.2.1
The

Puzzle Game
puzzle

game

was

approached

to

be

based

on

the

fun

environment and on engaging participants to discover the new reusable cups as part of
Starbucks campaign for their 50th anniversary. The original image (Figure 6) was found
after research in web for this specific real campaign and these limited-edition cups was
available globally only in September 2021 in some selected coffee shops.
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Figure 6: Screenshot of the puzzle marketing campaign (start)

The goal for the user was to solve the puzzle in the minimum possible time and win one
of these cups for free. The participants were called to drag the image pieces in the correct place in order to recreate the original photo with the two reusable cups (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Screenshot of the puzzle marketing campaign (during)
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By the completion of puzzle (either if users managed to solve it on time or not) they
were asked to complete their name in the below blue tab “Click me here when you finish” (Figure 8). That was one of the most important steps in order to keep and save their
mouse data during their interaction with the campaign. We cannot dismiss the fact that
some of the participants passed by it and as a result, there was a loss in the final count
of participants. What is more, this button was precious, since the participants were requested to put exactly the same name in this field with the name field in the followed
questionnaire, as well. In this way, we were able to make the match between the real
mouse data and the perceived user experience for each one of them.

Figure 8: Screenshot of the puzzle marketing campaign (end)

Finally, when participants clicked on “Click here!” they were automatically moved to
related questionnaire.

4.2.2

Hidden Items Game

When it comes to hidden items, the goal was to find out and select all (seven) hidden
cups among similar ones. The final image was manually design just for the dissertation
purposes, by finding a general background of a Starbucks coffee shop (Figure 9) and
after enriching it with some Starbucks and similar to Starbucks cups.
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Figure 9: Screenshot of the hidden items marketing campaign (start)

The point here was to fuddle participants, since one of the cups was not able to be selected even if the user was clicked exactly on it. More than this, the available time was
limited in 30 sec.

Figure 10: Screenshot of the hidden items marketing campaign (during)
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By the end of time, the try of each user was completed and they had to click once again
the “Click me here when you finish” button (Figure 11) and follow the same procedure
with before.

Figure 11: Screenshot of the hidden items marketing campaign (end)

After all, the interaction with gamified campaigns had finished and the participants by
clicking in “Click here” were again automatically moved to the final and related to that
game questionnaire in order to fulfill their self-reported ratings about their emotions and
user experience.

4.3 Questionnaires & measured variables
For the need of this research, two questionnaires were created. One for each gamified
campaign. The questionnaires survey has been designed on Google Forms. Both surveys
consist of 8 same questions related to perceived user experience of participants. However, in the first game (puzzle), there was an extra part with five demographic questions
(name, age, gender, education, professional/employment status and mouse device). The
main idea behind them was to provide the main feedback on UX and engagement after
interacting with the two different prototypes of gamified campaigns. According to research, Likert scale questionnaires are common when it comes to measure respondents’
user experience. As a result, each item was designed using a file scale options: Not at
all, no, not sure, yes, definitely yes. The sequence of questions was not the same in both
questionnaires, since the point was to capture the more obvious feelings that each one
was created directly after the completion of games. Thus, for example in the second
game that was not possible to be solved, the questions about negative feelings were be-30-

fore the rest. The selection of question items was based on the below variables that we
wanted to measure: emotions (enjoyment, confusion, anxiety, frustration), brand value,
brand awareness and intention to buy & recommend. There was only one item for each
variable in order to keep the survey sort, avoid tiredness of participants and capture on
real time (immediately after their interaction with games) their real feedings and perception. Below, in Table 4 there is the basic structure from the post-task questionnaire surveys with the followed UX variable or emotion that we want to measure.

Table 4: Survey Questionnaire items

Variables
Enjoyment

Brand Value

Questions

Did you enjoy during playing the gami- (Høgenhaug, 2012)
fied campaign?
Did you find the content of game inter- (Hsu & Chen, 2018,
esting?
Would you think of this brand when you

Brand Awareness

Intention to buy

Reference

meet similar campaigns in the future?

Xi & Hamari, 2020)
(Lucassen & Jansen,
2014, Xi & Hamari,
2020)

Are you looking forward for promo- (Nur et al., 2019)
tions/rewards/discounts of the brand?

Intention to rec-

After interacting with this game how (Kujala et al., 2011)

ommend

likely are you to recommend the brand
to your friends?

Confusion

Did you feel confused during the game?

(Tzafilkou
Protogeros, 2018)

Did you feel any nervous or stressed (Kaklauskas
Anxiety
Frustration

&

et

during playing the game?

2011)

Did you feel upset during the game?

(Hertzum, 2010)

al.,

The decision to keep one item per user experience variable is based on the assumption
that it is appropriate in terms of model dependability and is used for specific psychological (Hoeppner et al., 2011) or non-complex components that can be viewed clearly and
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uniformly. More than this, many works have used single-item questions to measure
emotions (e.g., Ding & Chao, 2020; Tzafilkou, Perifanou, & Economides, 2021).

4.4 Participants and procedure
Both surveys and, as well the gamified campaings, have been designed in English. The
gathering of answers for the questionnaire took place from 1st of November until 8th of
November. The sample size that was used for the experiment was 21 unique users.
Since every user needed to complete a set of 2 gamified tasks, 40 behavioral samples
where (after data cleaning and considering 2 loss participations) used for the analysis.
Of those participants, 17 were of an external (classic) mouse device and 4 users provided their mouse data via touchpad. All of them had to be participate and play the gamified campaigns only via laptop or pc and not from their mobile. As mentioned, all
mouse movements were monitored and stored in database. A questionnaire web survey
was showing up (based on the survey model described in Table 4) after the completion
of every game task where the user had to reply about their self-reported user experience.
As already mentioned in previous section, users had to follow some steps in order to
correctly participate in research. Below there is a sort sum up of this procedure.

Figure 12: Procedure of participation
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One of the most crucial micro steps for users during the task’s participation was the
clarification of their names in a related tab (Figure 13) after the completion of each
game and before they proceed with questionnaire (Figure 14).

Figure 13: “Click me when you finish” button (after the gamified campaign)

Figure 14: Name field inside the questionnaire

That was useful for two reasons. From the one side, the storage of their mouse data in
the server and from the other, the matching of mouse data with questionnaire responds
(there was an item also in both surveys which was asking to complete their names, figure 14). Thus, the loss of 2 row data in the final sample size was due to the fact that 2 of
the users in the first game overlooked this button and instead of 42 samples (for 21 users) we finally had 40.
The mean age of the respondents was in the 25-29 years zone with 42,9,4%, coming
second the ages between 18-24 with 28,6% and following next the group of 30-40 years
old at 19%. Finally, ages over 40 years old was the group represented at 9,5%. As of the
gender, 10 women (47,6%) and 11 men (52,4%) have answered this survey. When it
comes to the education of the respondents, the majority of them have completed
university studies, either only bachelor at 42,9% or master at 23,8%. Regarding the
professional status of them the 71,4% of participants are employed for wages. Finally,
the vast majority of respondents used a mouse device in order to participate in
campaigns and solve the games (Figure 15).
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Figure 15: Mouse device of participants

The data collection procedure as well as the data analysis methodologies followed for
the explanation and evaluation of the study items is further expanded on the next chapter.

4.5 Data analysis
In order to determine if the user experience measures were approximately normally distributed over the entire sample, a normality distribution test was performed. The results
of Shapiro-Wilk's test (p > 0.05) (Shapiro & Wilk, 1965) showed that all of them don’t
follow a normal distribution (Table 5). Hence, all the statistical analyses were performed using non-parametric tests.
Descriptive statistics were used to present the mean values and standard deviations of
the sample’s demographic data and perceived user experience. Bivariate correlations
between mouse and user experience metrics were based on Spearman’s rank correlation.
Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test was used to examine the affects of age and education status and Man Whitney (Wilcoxon test for independent samples) was used to explore
gender, mouse device and game differences in users’ expressed user experience.
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Table 5: Test of Normality (N=40)
Statistic

df

Sig.

ENJOYMENT

.814

40

.000

BRANDVALUE

.867

40

.000

BRANDAWARENESS

.864

40

.000

INTETIONTOBUY

.911

40

.004

INTETIONTORECOMMEND

.883

40

.001

STRESS

.906

40

.003

CONFUSION

.872

40

.000

FRUSTRATION

.826

40

.000
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5 Results
5.1 Descriptive Statistics
Table 6 presents the values of descriptive statistics results for the measured user experience metrics in the total of sample. In table 7, we meet the descriptive statistics per
game. In order to have them, we split the sample in two parts based on game selection
given the available option in SPSS.

Table 6: Descriptive Statistics for perceived user experience (N=40)
N

Minimum

Maximum

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Mean
Statistic

Std. Error

Std. Deviation

Variance

Statistic

Statistic

ENJOYMENT

40

2

5

3.95

.152

.959

.921

BRANDVALUEINTERESTING

40

2

5

3.77

.154

.974

.948

BRANDAWARENESS

40

2

5

3.87

.144

.911

.830

INTETIONTOBUY

40

1

5

3.00

.183

1.155

1.333

INTETIONTORECOMMEND

40

1

5

2.68

.210

1.328

1.763

STRESS

40

1

5

2.78

.198

1.250

1.563

CONFUSION

40

1

5

3.08

.228

1.439

2.071

FRUSTRATION

40

1

5

2.37

.217

1.372

1.881

Valid N (listwise)

40

Table 7: Descriptive Statistics for perceived user experience per game

PUZZLE

N

Minimum

Maximum

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Mean
Statistic

Std. Error

Std. Deviation

Variance

Statistic

Statistic

ENJOYMENT

19

2

5

4.05

.179

.780

.608

BRANDVALUE

19

2

5

3.79

.211

.918

.842

BRANDAWARE-

19

3

5

4.00

.171

.745

.556

INTETIONTOBUY

19

1

5

3.11

.264

1.150

1.322

INTETIONTO-

19

1

5

2.74

.304

1.327

1.760

STRESS

19

1

4

2.53

.269

1.172

1.374

CONFUSION

19

1

5

2.68

.342

1.493

2.228

FRUSTRATION

19

1

4

1.68

.230

1.003

1.006

NESS

RECOMMEND
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HIDDEN

Valid N (listwise)

19

ENJOYMENT

21

2

5

3.86

.242

1.108

1.229

BRANDVALUE

21

2

5

3.76

.228

1.044

1.090

BRANDAWARE-

21

2

5

3.76

.228

1.044

1.090

INTETIONTOBUY

21

1

5

2.90

.257

1.179

1.390

INTETIONTO-

21

1

5

2.62

.297

1.359

1.848

STRESS

21

1

5

3.00

.285

1.304

1.700

CONFUSION

21

1

5

3.43

.289

1.326

1.757

FRUSTRATION

21

1

5

3.00

.301

1.378

1.900

Valid N (listwise)

21

NESS

RECOMMEND

What it is important to see, is the differences in perceived user experience appearing
between the two games. The main value we could check is the mean value was, it is
clear the contradiction between the results of the two campaigns mainly in the last metric of frustration. What is very helpful to see is the illustrated version of the above tables, where this difference is more than clear. Below (Figure 16), it follows a visualization of comparison for perceived UX metrics per game.

Figure 16: Differences in mean values of perceived user experience
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Table 8 presents the values of descriptive statistics results for the mouse metrics in total
of sample (N=40). Table 9 depicts the descriptive statistics extracted values for mouse
metrics separated for puzzle and hidden items game correspondingly. Furthermore, it is
worth mentioning that the total number of move records, the biggest mouse metric of
tested, amounts to 58.497 considering all participants and games in total, when the average of movements per user is 1.462,43. Finally, in Figure 17, it follows a visualization
of differences in mean of Sort and Long Pauses.

Table 8: Descriptive Statistics for mouse metrics (N=40)

N

Minimum

Maximum

Statistic

Statistic

Mean
Statistic

Std. Error

Std. Deviation

Variance

Statistic

Statistic

TotalClicks

40

5

33

13.45

1.041

6.583

43.331

TotalMoves

40

544

6301

1462.43

163.287

1032.719

1066507.687

Avgtime_Clicks

40

1122.205000

4304.666667

2571.93147095

109.0907631

689.95056667

476031.784

80

0

Vartime_Clicks

Avgtime_Moves

Vartime_Moves

SpeedMean

SpeedVar

40

40

40

40

40

223021.7447

11.25158730

3285.455506

97.89503857

52737.64574

Acceleration Mean

40

-62.777174

Acceleration Var

40

3750125.980

CompletionTime

40

25636694.5200 6909202.383410

62.01857335

38.7482398035

548651.263000 57475.37270525

382.41592990 219.4148101488

639449.40890 215592.9431545

1001479.162

6333910.3652 40118420514

4743

330

805.980

1.702719904

10.768946230

115.970

34

01

15039.42048

95117.646857

9047366743.

7204

125

637

11.46703436

72.523893175

5259.715

090

71

23161.00692

146483.06956 21457289669

393

509

.210

-9.22531328

2.298825193

14.539047104

211.384

98559835.280 27792572.40365

3310679.477

20938575.505 43842394421

1.707317

19297.1

109938.0

49904.425

906

919

7059.200

3019.9137

19099.6114

364795154.3
09

SortPauses2sec

40

0

5

1.43

.192

1.217

1.481

LongPauses5sec

40

0

2

.45

.113

.714

.510

Num.ofPauses

40

59

644

211.25

16.821

106.383

11317.269

Valid N (listwise)

40

Table 9: Descriptive Statistics for mouse metrics per game
Game

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

Variance
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N
PUZZLE

Statistic

Statistic

TotalClicks

19

7

TotalMoves

19

Avgtime_Clicks

19

Vartime_Clicks

19

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

14.63

1.537

6.702

44.912

544

3721 1414.53

169.658

739.523

546893.930

1763.741667

4304.666 2478.16

403461.770

223021.7447

33

Std. Error

145.72175

635.18640584

667

688884

5442

8

12032498

317172

620046.17

.3000 9.43701

51366

494

729.457

2.4179800

10.539730797

111.086

601847

7581

94

548651.2 82376.0

30314.077

2702718.6177 7304687926

1
Avgtime_Moves

19

11.96720430

56.26895 38.3618
641

Vartime_Moves

19

4283.944444

63000

619756

132136.00126 1745992283

701444

7234

0.895

16.408150

71.521471363

5115.321

84031

30

8
SpeedMean

19

102.81248460

382.4159 238.386
2990

281126
3

SpeedVar

19

52737.64574

639449.4 235573.
0890

537720

33983.118

148128.97960 2194219459

56379

590

9.087

-

2.4408168

10.639273806

113.194

6.43052

08

5
Acceleration Mean

19

-47.728237

.313972

562
Acceleration Var

19

3750125.980

83884495

319953

4876745.7

21257241.690 4518703242

.550 84.3180

02521

633

94004.700

5239.6997

22839.3213

521634598.

0
CompletionTime

19

19297.1

103314.2 50819.4
58

HIDDEN

524

SortPauses2sec

19

0

5

1.47

.319

1.389

1.930

LongPauses5sec

19

0

2

.53

.193

.841

.708

Num.ofPauses

19

59

644

224.68

33.212

144.766

20957.339

Valid N (listwise)

19

TotalClicks

21

5

27

12.38

1.407

6.446

41.548

TotalMoves

21

744

6301 1505.76

274.585

1258.306

1583333.89
0

Avgtime_Clicks

Vartime_Clicks

21

21

1122.205000

399361.0764

3669.500 2656.76

161.72248

741.10553956
5

549237.421

000

609286

7286

25636694

102907

1486126.2

.5200 25.5253

900297

248

8263.586

2.4484632

11.220268290

125.894

7434

97

6810286.2163 4637999834

90
Avgtime_Moves

21

11.25158730

62.01857 39.0978
335

213633
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Vartime_Moves

21

3285.455506

111371.7 34946.1
21200

776510

6196.9640

28398.056820

806449631.

46136

340

171

15.432460

70.720419761

5001.378

79687

10

5
SpeedMean

21

97.89503857

360.2473 202.250
8930

145931
0

SpeedVar

21

55756.53790

599453.8 197515.
0050

262356

31901.137

146189.37750 2137133409

53335

175

4.351

-

3.7555670

17.210170162

296.190

11.7539

23

7
Acceleration Mean

21

-62.777174

1.707317

3069
Acceleration Var

21

5322222.734

98559835

239900

4452290.1

20402956.745 4162806439

.280 28.2906

75548

356

52885.440

3383.1820

15503.6875

240364324.

7
CompletionTime

21

39880.2

109938.0 49076.5
38

728

SortPauses2sec

21

0

3

1.38

.234

1.071

1.148

LongPauses5sec

21

0

2

.38

.129

.590

.348

Num.ofPauses

21

120

301

199.10

11.712

53.670

2880.490

Valid N (listwise)

21

Figure 17: Visualization of differences in mean of Sort and Long Pauses
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5.2 Correlation analyses
Spearman correlation analysis revealed several significant correlations between mouse
behavioral metrics and perceived user experience. However, several metrics showed no
correlation user experience, like the average time between mouse movements, mean of
speed, mean of Acceleration speed, variance of Acceleration and sort pauses.

5.2.1

Correlations between Mouse metrics & perceived UX metrics

Analysis of extracted correlations related to emotions
Table 10: Correlations analysis between mouse and emotional metrics (N=40), Spearman's rho
Mouse
ENJOYMENT

STRESS

CONFUSION

FRUSTRATION

TotalClicks

0.034

0.242

0.120

0.057

TotalMoves

0.167

.326*

0.180

0.164

Avgtime_Clicks

0.029

-0.089

-0.059

-0.016

Vartime_Clicks

-0.076

0.104

0.051

0.230

Avgtime_Moves

-0.210

0.007

0.216

0.046

Vartime_Moves

0.014

0.279

.328*

0.295

SpeedMean

-0.021

-0.014

-0.179

-0.203

SpeedVar

-0.142

0.093

-0.044

-0.053

AccelerartioMean

0.086

-0.279

-0.079

-0.298

Acceleration Var

-0.129

0.072

-0.028

-0.028

CompletionTime

-0.015

.322*

.423**

0.250

SortPauses2sec

-0.112

-0.065

0.183

-0.171

LongPauses5sec

0.010

.427**

.394*

.460**

Num.of Pauses

-0.157

.375*

.491**

0.260

attribute

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

RQ1: Are there any significant associations between mouse movements and user emotions of enjoyment, stress, confusion and frustration?
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According to results in Table 10, stress, confusion and frustration are significantly associated with one or more of the tested mouse metrics. On the other hand, no correlation
found for perceived enjoyment and mouse metrics. In particular, we revealed the following correlations:
-

Stress is significantly correlated to TotalMoves, CompletionTime, LongPauses5sec, Num.of Pauses.

-

Confusion is significantly correlated to Vartime_Moves, CompletionTime,
LongPauses5sec, Num.of Pauses.

-

Frustration is significantly correlated to LongPauses5sec.

Table 11: Correlation analysis between stress and mouse metrics
Var-

Completion-

LongPaus-

Num.of

Time

es5sec

Pauses

TotalMoves time_Moves
Spearman's STRESS

Correlation

rho

Coefficient
Sig. (1-tailed)

.326*

.279*

.322*

.427**

.375**

.020

.041

.021

.003

.009

40

40

40

40

40

N

According to Spearman's rho correlations (Table 11), we have a high association between stress and these mouse variables (Sig<0.05). A positive correlation coefficient
indicates a positive relationship between the two variables in each case. So, as the level
of stress increases, mouse movements, time variance between moves, the total completion time, the number of long pauses and the total number of pauses increase too. They
move together.
Table 12: Correlation analysis between confusion and mouse metrics

Spearman's CONFUSION Correlation
rho

Var-

Completion-

LongPaus-

Num.ofPaus

time_Moves

Time

es5sec

es

.328*

.423**

.394**

.491**

.020

.003

.006

.001

40

40

40

40

Coefficient
Sig. (1tailed)
N
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According to Spearman's rho correlations (Table 12), we have a high association between confusion and above mouse variables (Sig<0.05). A positive correlation coefficient indicates a positive relationship between the two variables in each case. So, as the
level of confusion increases, time variance between moves, the total completion time,
the number of long pauses and the total number of pauses increase too. They move together.
Table 13: Correlation analysis between confusion and mouse metrics
LongPauses5sec
Spearman's rho

FRUSTRATION

Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (1-tailed)
N

.460**
.001
40

Finally, according to Spearman's rho correlations (Table 17), we have a high association
between frustration and long mouse pauses (p=0.001 <a=0.05). A positive correlation
coefficient indicates a positive relationship between the two variables. So, as the level
of frustration increases, the number of long pauses increases too. They move together.
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Analysis of extracted correlations related to brand engagement
Table 14: Correlations analysis between mouse and brand engagement metrics (N=40),
Spearman's rho
Mouse

BRAND

BRAND

attribute

VALUE

AWARENESS

TotalClicks

0.009

0.044

TotalMoves

0.045

-0.010

Avgtime_Clicks

0.088

-.336*

Vartime_Clicks

0.022

-.451**

Avgtime_Moves

-0.170

0.099

Vartime_Moves

0.035

0.052

SpeedMean

-0.163

0.228

SpeedVar

-0.304

.329*

AccelerartioMean

0.164

0.040

Acceleration Var

-0.284

0.309

CompletionTime

-0.039

0.175

SortPauses2sec

-0.034

0.007

LongPauses5sec

0.024

0.038

Num.of Pauses

-0.090

0.031

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

RQ2: Are there any significant associations between mouse movements and perceived
brand engagement attributes of brand value and brand awareness?

As we can see in above Table 14, only brand awareness is significantly associated with
some of mouse metrics, when brand value is not. In particular, we revealed the following correlations:
-

Brand Awareness is significantly correlated to Avgtime_Clicks, Vartime_Clicks,
SpeedVar.

Table 15: Correlation analysis between brand awareness and mouse metrics
Avgtime_Clicks Vartime_Clicks SpeedVar
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Spearman's BRANDAWARENESS Correlation Coefficient
rho

Sig. (1-tailed)
N

-.336*

-.451**

.329*

.017

.002

.019

40

40

40

According to Spearman's rho correlations (Table 15), we have a high association between brand awareness and these mouse variables (Sig<0.05). A positive correlation
coefficient indicates a positive relationship, when the negative expresses a negative relationship. Thus, as the level of brand awareness increases, the average time between
clicks and the time variance between clicks decreases. Instead, as the level of brand
awareness increases, the variance of mouse speed increase too. They move together.
Analysis of extracted correlations related to purchase & recommend intention
Table 16: Correlations analysis between mouse and product purchase & recommend intention
(N=40), Spearman's rho
Mouse

INTETION

INTETION TO

attribute

TO BUY

RECOMMEND

TotalClicks

-0.121

-.351*

TotalMoves

-0.154

-.320*

Avgtime_Clicks

-0.022

-0.012

Vartime_Clicks

-0.108

-0.151

Avgtime_Moves

-0.076

0.053

Vartime_Moves

-.332*

-0.005

SpeedMean

0.006

0.237

SpeedVar

-0.059

0.249

AccelerartioMean

0.280

0.255

Acceleration Var

-0.046

0.215

CompletionTime

-0.257

-0.221

SortPauses2sec

-0.089

-0.036

LongPauses5sec

-0.249

-0.053

Num.of Pauses

-0.292

-0.216

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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RQ3: Are there any significant associations between mouse movements and product
purchase intention?

Results in Table 16 show that perceived intention to buy is significantly associated only
with one of the tested mouse metrics and more specifically:
-

Product purchase intention is significantly correlated with Vartime_Moves.

Table 17: Correlation analysis between intention to buy and mouse metrics
Var-time_Moves
Spearman's rho

INTETIONTOBUY

-.332*

Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (1-tailed)

.018

N

40

According to Spearman's rho correlations (Table 17), have a high association between
intention to buy and the time variance between their mouse moves (p=0.018 <a=0.05).
A negative correlation coefficient indicates a negative relationship between the two variables. So, as the level of intention to buy increases, the number of long pauses decreases.

RQ4: Are there any significant associations between mouse movements and product
recommend intention?

According to Table 16, intention to recommend is significantly associated with some of
mouse metrics. In particular, we revealed the following correlations
-

Product intention to recommend is significantly correlated to TotalClicks and
TotalMoves.

Table 18: Correlation analysis between intention to recommend and mouse metrics
TotalClicks
Spearman's
rho

INTETIONTORECOMMEND Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (1-tailed)
N

TotalMoves

-.351*

-.320*

.013

.022

40

40

Finally, according to Spearman's rho correlations (Table 18), we have a high association
between brand awareness and these mouse variables (Sig<0.05). We meet negative cor-46-

relations with both tested mouse attributes which indicates that as the intention to recommend increases, the total clicks and total movements decrease.

5.2.2

Differences between groups

User experience variables & Mouse metrics - demographics data of participants
All demographics were explored in terms to reported user experience of participants and
mouse metrics as well. Starting from age (Kruskal-Wallis) and gender (Mann-Whitney)
grouping none of the dimensions showed any important correlations to the examined
user experience variables. Regarding the education level of participants and the possibility of differences with perceived user experience variables, according to KruskalWallis Test, we meet one important difference (Table 19). As depicted, we accept only
the association in 4th place that intention to buy is not same across the different categories of education level.

Table 19: Kruskal-Wallis Test for distribution of ux variables in terms of education level
Test Summary
Examined association(s)
1

Test

ENJOYMENT - EDUCATION.

Sig.

Decision

.601 No association found

2

BRANDVALUE - EDUCATION.

.357 No association found

3

BRANDAWARENESS - EDUCATION.

.098 No association found

4

5

INTETIONTOBUY - EDUCATION.

Independent-Samples

.040 Association

Kruskal-Wallis Test

valid

INTETIONTORECOMMEND - EDUCATION.

6

STRESS - EDUCATION.

.511 No association found
.343 No association found

7

CONFUSION - EDUCATION.

.126 No association found

8

FRUSTRATION - EDUCATION.

.630 No association found

Asymptotic significances are displayed. The significance level is .050.
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In particular, as it seems below (Table 20), there is statistically significant difference in
intention to buy based on education level. Taking into consideration the values in ranks
Table 21, participants with lower education level and more specifically those that have
graduated only from high school have higher product purchase intention.

Table 20: Kruskal-Wallis statistics, Intention to buy - education
Test Statisticsa,b
INTETIONTOBUY
Kruskal-Wallis H

10.005

df

4

Asymp. Sig.

.040

a. Kruskal Wallis Test
b. Grouping Variable: education

Table 21: Kruskal-Wallis Ranks, Intention to buy - education
Ranks
Education

N

Mean Rank

INTETION

High school graduate

6

32.75

TO BUY

Trade/technical/vocational training

6

17.08

18

18.58

Master’s degree

8

20.94

Other…

2

9.50

Bachelor’s degree

Total

40

The role of demographics was also explored in terms to mouse behavior. Starting with
the age groups (Table 22), for the needs of the test, we conducted Kruskal-Wallis analysis. Finally, we came up that there are statistically important differences in distribution
of mean and variance of speed and variance of acceleration speed with the age groups of
participants.

Table 22: Kruskal-Wallis Test for distribution of mouse metrics in terms of age groups
Test Summary
Examined association(s)
1

TotalClicks - AGE.

Test

Sig.

Decision

.798 No association
found
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2

TotalMoves - AGE.

.300 No association
found

3

Avgtime_Clicks - AGE.

.134 No association
found

4

Vartime_Clicks - AGE.

.715 No association
found

5

Avgtime_Moves - AGE

.575 No association
found

6

Vartime_Moves - AGE.

.657 No association
found

7

SpeedMean - AGE.

.004 Association
valid

8

SpeedVar - AGE.

Independent-Samples Kruskal-Wallis Test

9

.002 Association
valid

Acceleration Mean - AGE.

.215 No association
found

10

Acceleration Var - AGE.

.006 Association
valid

11

CompletionTime - AGE.

.369 No association
found

12

SortPauses2sec - AGE.

.468 No association
found

13

LongPauses5sec - AGE.

.849 No association
found

14

Num.ofPauses - AGE.

.347 No association
found

Asymptotic significances are displayed. The significance level is .050.

In particular, there is statistically significant difference in mean and variance of speed
and variance of acceleration speed with the age groups of participants (Table 23). Sig. is
equal to .004, .002 and .006 accordingly (<0.05). Taking into consideration the values in
ranks Table 24, participants over 40 years old reported higher mean speed, when users
between 25-29 years old had higher variance in their speed and acceleration speed.

Table 23: Kruskal-Wallis statistics, SpeedMean, SpeedVar, AccelerationVar – age group
Test Statisticsa,b
SpeedMean
Kruskal-Wallis H
df

SpeedVar

AccelerationVar

13.270

15.275

12.602

3

3

3
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Asymp. Sig.

.004

.002

.006

a. Kruskal Wallis Test
b. Grouping Variable: AGEnew

Table 24: Kruskal-Wallis Ranks, SpeedMean, SpeedVar, AccelerationVar – age group
Ranks
AGE
SpeedMean

SpeedVar

AccelerationVar

N

Mean Rank

18-24 years

12

11.50

25-29 years

16

26.50

30-40 years

8

18.25

Over 40 years

4

28.00

Total

40

18-24 years

12

11.83

25-29 years

16

28.06

30-40 years

8

15.88

Over 40 years

4

25.50

Total

40

18-24 years

12

13.17

25-29 years

16

27.75

30-40 years

8

15.50

Over 40 years

4

23.50

Total

40

Accordingly, analyzing the mouse differences based on gender, with Kruskal-Wallis
test (Table 25) we meet significant differences in mean of acceleration speed across categories of gender.
Table 25: Mann-Whitney Test for distribution of mouse metrics in terms of gender
Test Summary
Examined association(s)

Test

Sig.

Decision

TotalClicks - GENDER.

.512a

No association found

2

TotalMoves - GENDER.

.211a

No association found

3

Avgtime_Clicks - GENDER.

.904a No association found

4

Vartime_Clicks - GENDER.

.369a No association found

5

Avgtime_Moves - GENDER.

.461a No association found

6

Vartime_Moves - GENDER.

7

SpeedMean - GENDER.

1

8

SpeedVar -GENDER.

9

AccelerartionMean - GENDER.

IndependentSamples MannWhitney U Test

.841a No association found
.904a No association found
.738a No association found
.026a Association valid
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10

AccelerartionVar - GENDER.

.968a No association found

11

CompletionTime - GENDER.

.718a No association found

12

SortPauses2sec - GENDER.

.779a No association found

13

LongPauses5sec - GENDER.

.758a No association found

14

Num.ofPauses - GENDER.

.947a No association found

Asymptotic significances are displayed. The significance level is .050.
a. Exact significance is displayed for this test.

As we can see in below Table 26 there is statistically significant difference in mean of
acceleration speed gender groups of participants. Sig. is equal to .027 (<0.05). Taking
into consideration the values in ranks Table 27, females tend to report higher mean of
acceleration in their interaction with the gamified campaigns.
Table 26: Mann-Whitney statistics, AccelerationMean – Gender
Test Statisticsa
AccelerartionMean
Mann-Whitney U

118.000

Wilcoxon W

328.000

Z

-2.218

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

.027
.026b

Exact Sig. [2*(1-tailed Sig.)]
a. Grouping Variable: GENDER
b. Not corrected for ties.

Table 27: Mann-Whitney Ranks, AccelerationMean – Gender
Ranks
GENDER
AccelerartionMean

N

Mean Rank

Sum of Ranks

Male

20

16.40

328.00

Female

20

24.60

492.00

Total

40

The same test was conducted for education level of participants in terms of mouse metrics and no significant relationship was found. After all these tests based on age, gender
and education level of participants, we can sum up with the next research question:
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RQ5: Are there any significant differences in the examined UX attributes and mouse
metrics between different groups of users according to their demographic characteristics of gender, age, and educational level?

According to Tables 17, 20, 23, we revealed the following associations between users’
demographics with perceived user experience and mouse metrics as well. More specifically, we meet statistically important differences between:

-

Product purchase intention – Education level.

-

AccelerartionMean - Gender

-

SpeedMean - Age

-

SpeedVar - Age

-

Acceleration Var - Age

User experience variables & Mouse metrics - Game type
Accordingly, we conducted tests about the distribution of user experience variables and
mouse metrics in terms of game type. In particular, based on Mann-Whitney test (Table
28), the distribution of all user experience variables apart from frustration is the same
across the two different types of games.
Table 28: Mann-Whitney Test for distribution of UX variables in terms of game type
Test Summary
Examined association(s)
1

Test

Sig.

Decision

.789a No association

ENJOYMENT - GAME.

found
2

BRANDVALUE - GAME.

.979a No association

BRANDAWARENESS - GAME.

.573a

INTETIONTOBUY - GAME.

.649a

found
3

No association
found

4

Independent-Samples Mann5

INTETIONTORECOMMEND GAME.

6

STRESS - GAME.

Whitney U Test

No association
found

.768a No association
found
.282a No association
found
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7

.111a No association

CONFUSION - GAME.

found
8

FRUSTRATION - GAME.

.004

a

Association
valid

Asymptotic significances are displayed. The significance level is .050.
a. Exact significance is displayed for this test.

It seems to be a significant effect of game on the reported frustration (Mann-Whitney U
=96.500, Wilcoxon W= 286.500, Asymp. Sig.= 0. 04). Sig. is equal to .004 (<0.05).
Taking into consideration the values in ranks Table 30, during the hidden items game
participants felt higher level of frustration. However, there is an exception though, considering the nature of that game.
Table 29: Mann-Whitney statistics, Frustration – game type
Test Statisticsa
FRUSTRATION
Mann-Whitney U

96.500

Wilcoxon W

286.500

Z

-2.919

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

.004

Exact Sig. [2*(1-tailed Sig.)]

.004b

a. Grouping Variable: GAME
b. Not corrected for ties.

Table 30: Mann-Whitney Ranks, Frustration – game type
Ranks
Game

Sum of
N

Mean Rank

Ranks

FRUSTRATION PUZZLE

19

15.08

286.50

HIDDEN

21

25.40

533.50

Total

40
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Figure 18: Frustration across Game type

Moving on, based on Mann-Whitney test once again, in the distribution of mouse metrics across the two different types of games we meet only one difference regarding to
variance of time between clicks (Table 31).
Table 31: Mann-Whitney Test for distribution of mouse metrics in terms of game type
Test Summary
Examined association(s)
1

Test

Sig.

Decision

.054a

TotalClicks - GAME.

No association
found

2

.436a No association

TotalMoves - GAME.

found
3

.178a No association

Avgtime_Clicks -GAME.

found
4

a

Vartime_Clicks - GAME.

.000

Avgtime_Moves - GAME.

.936a

Association
valid

5

No association
found

6

.893a No association

Vartime_Moves - GAME.
Independent-Samples

7

SpeedMean - GAME.

Mann-Whitney U Test

found
.099a No association
found
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8

SpeedVar - GAME.

.226a No association

Acceleration Mean - GAME.

.537a

found
9

No association
found

10

.105a No association

Acceleration Var - GAME.

found
11

.688a No association

The distribution of CompletionTime
is the same across categories of

found

GAME.
12

.915a No association

SortPauses2sec - GAME.

found
13

.851a No association

LongPauses5sec - GAME.

found
14

.957a No association

Num.ofPauses - GAME.

found
Asymptotic significances are displayed. The significance level is .050.
a. Exact significance is displayed for this test.

As we can see below, there is a statistically significant difference in variance of time
between clicks based on game type on the game (Mann-Whitney U =69.000, Wilcoxon
W= 259.000, Asymp. Sig.= 0.000). Sig. is equal to .000 (<0.05). Taking into consideration the values in ranks Table 33, during the participants’ interaction with hidden items
game was noted higher variance between their mouse clicks.
Table 32: Mann-Whitney statistics, VarTime_Clicks – Game type
Test Statisticsa
Vartime_Clicks
Mann-Whitney U

69.000

Wilcoxon W

259.000

Z

-3.534

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

.000
.000b

Exact Sig. [2*(1-tailed Sig.)]
a. Grouping Variable: GAMEnew
b. Not corrected for ties.

Table 33: Mann-Whitney Ranks, VarTime_Clicks – Game type
Ranks
GAME
Vartime_Clicks

PUZZLE

N

Mean Rank
19

13.63

Sum of Ranks
259.00
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HIDDEN

21

Total

40

26.71

561.00

Figure 19: Frequency of VarTime_Clicks per Game type

Having tested also this, we can answer in next research question.
RQ6: Are there any significant differences in the examined UX attributes and mouse
metrics between different types of games (puzzle, hidden items)?
Indeed, there are statistically important differences in both cases and more specifically
between:
-

Frustration – Game type

-

Vartime_Clicks – Game type

5.3 Discussion
This work explored correlations between 14 mouse metrics and 8 perceived user experience variables. More than this, associations were tested regarding the demographics of
participants and device and game type in terms of mouse metrics and user experience
metrics too. Most of them showed partially significant correlations. As we can see, each
mouse metric may be associated with a variety of user behavioral characteristics. As a
result, we observe that several mouse pattern measurements are linked to many user experience characteristics. This was the major reason we couldn't come up with any spe-
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cific theories about the relationships between mouse patterns and certain behavioral
characteristics, in advance.
The correlations with brand awareness were:
-

Avgtime_Clicks

-

Vartime_Clicks

-

SpeedVar

The correlation with intention to buy were:
-

Vartime_Moves

The correlations with intention to recommend were:
-

TotalClicks

-

TotalMoves

The correlations with stress were:
-

TotalMoves

-

CompletionTime

-

LongPauses5sec

-

Num.of Pauses

The correlations with confusion were:
-

Vartime_Moves

-

CompletionTime

-

LongPauses5sec

-

Num.of Pauses

The correlation with frustration were:
-

LongPauses5sec

According to above findings we notice that time-related metrics showed the strongest
correlations to user experience variables related to emotions (stress, confusion, frustration). This can be confirmed also by the very first Fitt’s low (1954) describing that time
to perform an action reveals the efficiency of the interface. Hence, we believe that efficiency can be expressed via time-related mouse metrics revealing levels of bad user experience. This explanation suggests a new further set of input (mouse time metrics) in
usability and user experience (UX) research as well.
Regarding the rest collected data about demographics, device and game type below we
can see a summarize of statistically significant differences.
-

Intention to buy – Education level
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-

Frustration – Game type

-

Acceleration Mean – Gender

-

VarTime_Clicks- Game

-

SpeedMean, SpeedVar, AccelerationVar – Age

This research also shed light on the role of demographics on the effect of mouse behavior during the interaction with gamified campaigns. In particular, some demographics
like age and gender showed effect on speed (mean and variance) and acceleration (mean
and var). This might imply that measures like these about speed and acceleration could
be used as a first step for user authentication process. On the other hand, about demographics and perceived user experience variables age and gender showed no effect.
Only in education level noted association with intention to buy.
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6 Limitations & Future work
As the majority of similar studies, this work as well meet main research limitations like
for instance the small sample size and a variety of human factors (device, mood of participants) that tend to have effects in mouse behavior. First of all, considering the complexity and precision that was required for the validity of participation in games, users
should be in communication with author and follow carefully the directions. As a result,
there was a limitation in the number of total final sample.
However, even if the sample was small (40 participations), the analysis and clearance of
their data was a complex and time-consuming procedure, since the final mouse metrics
should be calculated separately for each participation based on captured mouse data
from json files and connected them manually with the ones from questionnaires.
Additionally, participants were acquainted with the idea that their mouse moves were
monitoring. Therefore, even if they were asked to be as natural as possible in their
mouse behavior and just focus on the games, there are some doubts if their stress level
and quickness in their moves were higher because of the recording.
Furthermore, the present study addresses the trajectory of a computer cursor (usb mouse
or touchpad). Nevertheless, the participation that was completed via touchpad was only
8 users (from 40), and that does not allow the extraction of information based on different devices. More than this, devices like tablets and mobile phones, do not measure the
trajectories in the same way tested in this experiment and that would be a really interesting output for future works. As a matter of fact, this point presents an opportunity to extend this work in future studies and account for touchpads and touch screen-based devices, different features like zoom or scroll activities instead of mouse positions. Clearly, future research should explore the differentiations of mouse tracking between devices. Also, a valuable approach could provide the mouse behavior and its distinction between right-handed and left-handed individuals.
Last but not least, we should mention that during the literature review we faced with a
variety of challenges related to reproducibility and comparability of mouse-tracking
methods and findings. More specifically, according to Appelbaum et al. (2018) there is
enough space for them to mature and evolve reporting standards. Researchers have dealt
with many decisions about the metrics, methods, patterns materials, and procedures.
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Hence, it is critical for the quality of these outcomes to be reported in a transparent reporting (Goodman et al., 2016; Munafò et al., 2017). More than this, regarding the set
up and design choices that are used in mouse-tracking experiments, the implementation
of a gold standard about them could ensure the validity and reliability of measurements
in studies toward the mouse-tracking community (Faulkenberry & Rey, 2014; Hehman
et al., 2015). However, that implies a call for more research in the field of mouse tracking since the majority of works have been completed just in the last decade.
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7 Conclusions
Mouse tracking empower web developers to view in real time the natural behavior of
actual users in their interaction with gamified environments. In this way, they are able
to track the the mouse movements and clicks and measure the goal achievement of any
marketing gamified campaign. Mouse tracking methods in combination with user behavioral analysis may considerably aid online marketing by providing tools and approaches to enhance user experience. In this work we evaluated behavioral attributes
like emotions (enjoyment, stress, confusion, frustration), brand engagement metrics and
product purchase/recommend intention). Several of these variables showed significant
associations with mouse metrics while interacting with gamified environments. Hence
the evaluation and analysis of mouse monitoring in real time, can contribute to the
evolving of user-based web products. In this work we used a Javascript based tool that
can capture and monitor all the mouse users’ motions during their interaction with the
marketing campaigns, storing them in a database. In this regard, we ran this experiment
comparing mouse to questionnaire user inputs and confirming important correlations
between them. We expect that our work will contribute to the research community by
encouraging further mouse-behavioral contributions, and that it will be one more step
toward a full behavioral mouse tracking study.
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